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OCCASION 

 

This publication has been made available to the public on the occasion of the 50
th

 anniversary of the 
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DISCLAIMER 

 

This document has been produced without formal United Nations editing. The designations 

employed and the presentation of the material in this document do not imply the expression of any 

opinion whatsoever on the part of the Secretariat of the United Nations Industrial Development 

Organization (UNIDO) concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its 

authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries, or its economic system or 

degree of development. Designations such as  “developed”, “industrialized” and “developing” are 

intended for statistical convenience and do not necessarily express a judgment about the stage 

reached by a particular country or area in the development process. Mention of firm names or 

commercial products does not constitute an endorsement by UNIDO. 
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CENTRAL BUREAU OF STATISTICS 
P. 0. Box 700 ..... Khartoum 
Fax: 00249 -11-771860 
Tel. 777255- 777131 
Date: 15.4.2000 

Subject:- Project N~,, YA I SUD I 991416 
Industrial Survey 

Final Progre~s Report 

L The pre-Test:-

- The field test of the Questionnaire was done by CBS in 
Co-operation with Ministry of Industry· , 

- 5 trainers participate in the training programme. 
3 from Ministry of Industry and the other 2 from CBS. 

- 6 Enumerators participate 
3 from Ministry of Industry and the other 3 from CBS 

- The field work was carried under Supervision of a CBS 
Senior Staff 

- The Training programme Continued for 3 days and the 
field work for 7 days. 

- fl was conducted in Khartoum State. 

- 18 Questionnaires were filled corvering the main types of 
manufacturing Industries 

- The Questionnairs were coded and sent fo,r9omputer 
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- The pre test dala was entered using the application that 
already designed for data entry 

- lhe tables were produced using the pre, test data and the 
CBS stqff now doing consistency checks for the tabulation 

2. The updated Registrv 

- Afield work was under taken by CBS covering 16 
Northern States 

- A registry for all Establishments was taken from the local 
offices in the province's Head Quarter for Large and 
Medium establishments, and Locality's, .. H.Q . for small 
establishments. 

- These Lists were checked to in.sure the accuracy of the Listing 

- The field work was completed in 12 States except the 
three States of Darfur and Southern Kordofan State. 

- We expect to receive the remaining data from the other 4 
States before the end of this Month. 

- Coding according to (!SIC R3) was completed regarding 
the 12 covered completed States, and will be sent to the 
computer for processing 

3. The tabulation plan has been designed with IMPS Cents 
Module which includes the two sets received from Mr. Weeks 
and the Statistical National Expert. 


